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Abstract. A derivation relation is a total regulator on ,~* if, for every language L~ ,~*, the set of 
all words derivable from L is a regular language. We show that for a wide class of derivation 
relations =~*, =O~ is a total regulator on ,Y* if and only if it is a well-quasi-order (wqo) on ,Y*. 
Using wqo theory, we give a characterization f all non-erasing pure context-free (0S) derivation 
relations which ate total regulators. 
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Introduction 
While most results on finite automata and regular languages are constructive in 
the sense that the machines and expressions involved can be effectively given, 
occasionally, one comes across a completely nonconstructive result. An example is 
the following result of Haines [6]. We say that a word y is a supersequence of a 
word x if the sequence of letters of y contains the sequence of letters of x as a 
subsequence. For any language L, consider the language of all words (over a fixed 
alphabet) which are supersequences of words in L. This language is always regular. 
Thus, using Conway's terminology [3], the operation of closing a language by adding 
all words which are supersequences of words in the language is a total regu/ator, 
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since it converts any language L into a regular language. For an arbitrary recursive 
language L this construction cannot be effective, since this would allow us to solve 
the emptiness problem for recursive languages [ 11]. 
In this paper we look further into Conway's notion by investigating total regulators 
generated by closure under the more common types of derivation relations in Formal 
Language Theory. For any particular derivation relation ~*  defined on words over 
an alphabet 2:, we will say that ~*p is a total regulator on Z* if, for any L~ 2:*, 
the language of words derived from words in L by ~*  is a regular language. Haines' 
result can be easily cast in this form. For example, if ~ = {a, b}, P = {a -~ aa Iab I ha, 
b -* bb] ba[ ab} is a pure context-free production system (0S scheme), then, for any 
x, y ~ 2:+, y is a supersequence of x if and only if x=~*y. 
Haines' result can be derived from earlier esults in the theory of well-quasi-orders, 
given in Higman's eminal paper [8]. In [5], a more general connection between 
regularity and well-quasi-orders i  exhibited, and a generalized version of the 
Haines/Higman result is given in terms of derivation by repeated insertion of words 
chosen from a fixed, unavoidable set. Here we carry these results further showing 
that for a wide class of derivation relations, including those generated by propagating 
(nonerasing) 0S schemes, O*  is a total regulator on 2:* if and only if ~*  is a 
weU-quasi-order on 2:* (Theorem 1.12). We then characterize the 0S schemes which 
generate well-quasi-orders on ~* using the notion of unavoidability as defined in 
[5] (Theorem 2.3). The generalized Haines/Higman result from [5] is easily obtained 
as a corollary of this characterization. Another combinatorial result that follows 
from Theorem 2.3 is given at the end of Section 2. In Section 3 we give some 
preliminary results toward a more algebraic haracterization f 0S total regulators. 
Several applications of the theory of well-quasi-orders have recently appeared in 
the literature [4, 10, 13]. It is hoped that the basic results on well-quasi-orders given 
here will lead to further applications of the theory in these and other areas. In this 
context, we note that [10] uses the Haines/Higman result, which is a special case 
of our characterization theorem, and the main regularity result from [13] can be 
derived from the fact that for the 0S scheme with 2: = {a, b} and P = {a -* aa[ aba, 
b ~ bb[ bab}, 3"  is a total regulator, which also follows directly from this theorem. 
Several immediate directions for further esearch remain. These are discussed in 
detail in Section 4. The primary open problem is whether or not the characterization 
of propagating 0S total regulators given by Theorems 1.12 and 2.3 is eilective (i.e., 
is the criterion given in Theorem 2.3 a decidable property of propagating 0S schemes). 
In addition, even if we can establish that ::~* is a total regulator by showing that 
P satisfies the criterion of Theorem 2.3, the regular languages generated by applying 
this total regulator cannot always be et~ectively given, as mentioned above. Van 
Leeuwen [11] has explored the extent o which the Haines/Higman total regulator 
is eilective and demonstrated that the closure of any context-free language under 
this total regulator is an ellectively given regular language. We have no similar 
results for an arbitrary propagating 0S total regulator :~*. In fact, even when R is 
the regular language derived from a single letter a ~ 2: under =:~*, we cannot give 
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any recursive bounds on the size of the smallest automaton for R in terms of the 
size of P. It remains to be seen whether the nonconstructiveness in our results is 
merely an artefact of our choice of methods or whether it indicates ome deeper 
intractability of the problem. 
Notation 
For basic definitions in Formal Language Theory we refer the reader to [7]. Our 
conventions are as follows. For a finite alphabet .Y, .Y* denotes the set of words 
over .Y, A denotes the empty word, and .Y+= .Y*-{A}. For we £*, [w[ denotes the 
length of w and # a(w) the number of a's in w for any a e Z. A production system 
is a pair (.Y, P), where P is a finite set of productions P ={u~-, v~,.. . ,  uk--> vk}, 
where use.Y +, vie-Y* for l~<i~<k: If, for all i, l<~i<~k, lu, l< lv, I, then (.Y, P ) i s  
propagating (length.increasing); if luil<lv, I, then (.Y, P ) i s  strictly propagating; if 
lu, l=l, then (.Y, P) is an 0S scheme, u-,v l 21., is shorthand for u-->vl, u--> 
v2, . . . ,  u-->vk. RHSp(u)={v:u-->veP}. RHSp={v:u ->veP  for some u}. If x= 
x~ux2 and y = xlvx2, where x~, x2~-Y* and u-* v ~ P, then x ~,  y. ~*  denotes the 
reflexive and transitive closure of ~p.  
1. Well-quasi-orders and total regulators 
We begin by defining the notion of a total regulator, and characterizing this class 
of relations using the theory of well-quasi-orders ( ee below). We will restrict 
ourselves to relations of the following type, which includes many of the common 
types of derivation relations in Formal Language Theory. 
Definition 1.1. A quasi-order is a reflexive and transitive relation. A quasi-order <~ 
on .Y* is multiplicative if, for all x~, x2, y~, Y2 e .Y*, x~ <~ x2 and Yl <~ Y2 implies that 
xxyl <<. x2y2. The quasi-order <~ is length-increasing if x<~y implies that Ix I <~ ly[. 
Example 1.2. Let (.Y, P), with P = {ul -~ v l , . . . ,  uk-* vk}, be a finite production sys- 
tem. Then =~* is a multiplicative quasi-order on .Y*. If P is length-increasing, then 
~*  is length-increasing. 
Definition 1.3. For a quasi-order ~< on .Y*,we.~*, and L___~*, let cl,,(w)= 
{x e .Y*: w <~ x}, cl~(L) = [.-)y~L cl,,(y). If <~ is the derivation relation =~* defined 
by some 0S scheme (.Y, P), we write clp(w) for cl,,(w), similarly, clp(L) for cl.,(L). 
The quasi-order ~< is a regulator (on .Y*) if cl.,(L) is regular for all regular Lc_ .Y*, 
~< is a total regulator (on .Y*) if cl.(L) is regular for any L~ .Y*. A (total) regulator 
of the form ~* ,  where (.Y, P) is  an 0S scheme, is also called an 0S (total) regulator. 
It is a propagating 0S (total) regulator if the 0S scheme is propagating. 
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By the results of Haines [6], the supersequence relation given in the Introduction 
is one example of a propagating 0S total regulator, but much simpler examples can 
be given. 
Example 1.4. Let ,Y={a,  b} and let P={a->b,  b->albb }. Then, for any x ,y~£ +, 
x~*y  if and only if Ixl--<lyl. Thus, for nonempty Lc_,Y ÷, c lp (L )=T= 
{x~ ,Y*: Ixl ~> k}, where k is the length of the shortest word of L. For L '= L u {A}, 
clp(L') = Tu  {A}. Hence, =~* is a propagating 0S total regulator. 
An 0S total regulator which is not propagating was also given by Haines. 
Example 1.5. Let 2~ = {a, b} and let P = {a --, A, b --> A}. Then, for any x, y ~ 2Z +, x=:~*y 
if and only if x is a supersequence of y. This quasi-order is the inverse of the 
supersequence total regulator discussed in the Introduction, and is also a total 
regulator by the results of Haines [6]. In fact, a generalization f Haines' argument 
shows that the inverse of any total regulator is also a total regulator. 
Haines' results can easily be derived from the more general theory of well-quasi- 
orders, introduced by Higman [8]. We only give the basic definitions and results 
from this theory which will be needed in what follows. For a more complete 
treatment, he reader is referred to [9]. 
Definition 1.6. A quasi-order <~ on a set S is a well-quasi-order (wqo) on S if and 
only if, for each infinite sequence {xi}i~ of elements in S, there exist numbers i 
and j, i <j ,  Such that x~ <~ x i. 
Proposition 1.7 ([8]). Let <~ be a wqo on a set S and let <<E be the quasi-order on the 
set F(  S) o f  finite sequences of  elements from S, defined by <sl , . . . ,  sk> <~E (th . . ., tl), 
i f  and only i f  there exists a subsequence ( ti~,..., tik) o f  ( tl, . . . .  , tt) such that sj <~ ti~for 
l <~ j <~ k. Then, < E is a wqo on F(  S). 
Proposition 1.8 ([5]). Let <<. be a quasi-order on ,Y* which is wqo on L1, L2c-Z *. 
Then, <~ is a wqo on L1 u 1-.2 and i f  <~ is multiplicative, then <~ is a wqo on L1L2. 
Proposition 1.9. Let <~1 be a wqo on a set S. I f  <~2 is a quasi-order on S such that 
x<~y implies that x<~2y, then <<-2 is a wqo on S. 
Proof. This follows directly from the definition. [] 
Proposition 1.10. Let <~ be a multiplicative quasi-order on ,Y*, and 
xb . . . , x~, Yl, . . . , Yk be words in ,Y+ such that xi <<- y~ holds for 1 <~ i <~ k. I f  3"  is a 
wqo on ,T,* for the production system (,Y, P), were P = {xl -* Yb . . . , xk --> Yk}, then <<- 
is a wqo on ,Y*. 
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Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 1.9. [] 
In [5], a generalized Myhil l /Nerode theorem for regular languages is given in 
which the usual notion of a finite congruence on Z* is replaced by that of a 
multiplicative wqo on ,Y* (here, our terminology slightly varies from that in [5]). 
A consequence of this result is the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.11. For any multiplicative wqo <~ on ,Y*, <~ is a total regulator on ,Y*. 
For a wide class of derivation relations this result actually provides a characteriz- 
ation of the total regulators, as is shown in the followingtheorem. 
Theorem 1.12. I f  <<- is a length-increasing, multiplicative, decidable quasi-order on ,Y*, 
then <~ is a total regulator on ,Y* if and only if <~ is a wqo on ,Y*. 
Proof. The ' if '  part follows from Proposition 1.11. For the 'only if' part, assume 
that ~ is a total regulator, but not a wqo on ~*.  Since ~ is not a wqo on ~*,  there 
exists an infinite sequence {xi}i~ of words over ~ such that for no pair of numbers 
i,j, where 1 ~ i <j ,  x~ ~ xj holds. Let L = {x : x -- xi for some i I> 1} and let X -- 
{Ixl:x ~ L}. By considering a subsequence of {xi}~;.i, if necessary, we can assume 
that Ix~l < Ixjl, whenever i< j ,  and that X is not a recursive set of natural numbers. 
Since ~ is a total regulator on ,Y*, cl~(L) is a regular set and hence, it is decidable 
for any word x if x~cl~(L) .  Let Y={n~N:  there exists: w~c l , (L )  with Iw l -n  
and for no y ~ cl~(L) with lYl ~ n the relation y~ w holds}. Since ~ is decidable 
and cl.~(L) is recursive, Y is recursive. We claim that X = Y, and this contradiction 
establishes the theorem. 
The claim is established as follows. If w ~ cl~(L), then xj ~ w for some j ~ 1. If, 
in addition, there is no y~ cl~(L) such that ly]<[wl and y<~ w, then there is no x~ 
such that Ix, I < Iwl and x, w. Since is length-increasing, this implies that Iwl--I l, 
hence, Iwi e X. On the other hand, for any xj, j ~> 1, xj ~ cI,,(L). Furthermore, there 
is no y e cl . ,(L) such that lYl < [xj[ and y ~< xj, because this would imply that xi <~ y ~< xj 
for some i < j ,  which is impossible by our assumption on {x~}~. [] 
In fact, since in the proof of the preceding theorem the regularity of c l , (L)  is 
only needed to show that cl~(L) is recursive, the proof shows that the following 
stronger statement holds. 
Theorem 1.13. I f  <~ is a length-increasing, multiplicative, decidable quasi-order on ,Y,*, 
then the following three properties are equivalent: 
(i) <~ is a wqo on ?* ,  
(ii) <~ is a total regulator on ~,*, 
(iii) cl.,(L) is recursive for every subset L of,Y*. 
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2. The main theorem 
We now restrict our attention to derivation relations generated by 0S schemes. 
Since for propagating 0S schemes these relations fall into the general category of 
relations covered by Theorem 1.12, we know that a derivation relation of this type 
is a total regulator if and only if it is a wqo on Z*. Therefore, we investigate the 
circumstances under which an 0S scheme generates a wqo on ,~*. In the case of 
propagating schemes, this leads to a characterization of the total regulators. We 
need the following concepts. 
Definition 2.1. A subset L of ~+ is unavoidable, if there exists a number koe N such 
that, for all we,~*,  Iwl>ko, w has a subword in L, i.e., w=wlxw2 for some 
wl, w2e Z*,  x e L. The smallest such number ko is called the avoidance bound for L. 
It is clear from the definition that if L is unavoidable with avoidance bound ko, 
then {xe L: Ix[~ < ko} is also unavoidable with avoidance bound ko. Hence, any 
infinite unavoidable language contains a finite unavoidable subset. 
Definition 2.2. Let (~;, P)  be an 0S scheme. Then, for a ~ 2, 
- LEFTp(a)={ax:xeZ + and a=~*ax}, 
- R IGHTp(a)  = {xa : x e ,~+ and a~*xa},  
- DUALp(a)  = LEFTp(a)  c~ RIGHTp(a)  = {axa :x ~ ,~* and a=~* axa}, 
- M IXEDp(a)  = LEFTp(a) u RIGHTp(a) ,  
- LEFTp = [_Jo~x LEFTp(a)  and RIGHTp, DUALp, and MIXEDp are defined 
similarly. 
Theorem 2.3. Let ( ~,, P)  be an 0S scheme. Then, the foUowing properties are equivalent: 
(i) =~* is a wqo on 2" .  
(ii) DUALp is unavoidable on 2" .  
(iii) M IXEDp is unavoidable on ~,*. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is somewhat involved and will be presented as a 
sequence of lemmas. The first few lemmas culminate in Lemma 2.7, which formalizes 
the following observation. If (£, P) is a strictly propagating 0S scheme such that 
RHSp is unavoidable with avoidance bound/Co, then any word in Z* can be parsed 
by repeatedly replacing the leftmost occurrence of a subword in RHSp with a letter 
that derives it, in such a way that all replacements occur within the first ko + 1 letters 
of the word and the final result is a word of at most /co letters. This 'leftmost 
shift-reduce' parse of an arbitrary word yields a ko-depth bounded 'derivation' for 
any word in terms of the regular substitution Sp described below. 
Definition 2.4. Let (,~, P)  be a propagating 0S scheme and, for each letter a e 2, let 
Za be a variable. Let Z = {Zo: a e £} and let P'  be the set of left linear productions 
defined by P '  = {Zo ~ Z~w, Zo -~ bw: a -> bw e P}. Then, Sp(a)  denotes the regular 
substitution on ,~* defined by Sp(a) = L (Ga)u{a},  where Go = (Z u,~, ,~, P', Z~). 
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S~,(a) is the set of all strings obtained from a by repeatedly replacing left-most 
symbols by right-hand sides of corresponding rules in P The subscript P will be 
omitted when the production system P is clear from the context. Note that for 
bx e S(a), y e S(b) the relation yx ~ S(a) holds. 
For the next two lemmas let (Z, P) be a fixed propagating 0S scheme. 
Lemma 2.5. Let aeI , ,  u, we I+,x ,  ye l  *. I f  axeS(w),  u~Sk+'(a) and yeSk(x) ,  
where k >>- 0 is an arbitrary natural number, then uy e Sk + ~ (w ). 
Proof. Let w=bw', where be l ,  w 'e I * .  Since axeS(w)  and P is propagating, 
there are strings x' e I *  and x" e ~* such that x = x'x", ax' ~ S(b) and x" e S(w'). 
Since u e sk+l( a ), there is a word u' e S( a ) such that u e Sk( u'). But then, u'x' e S( b ) 
and, consequently, u'x'x" = u'x e S(w). This implies uy e sk+l(w). [] 
Lemma 2.6. Let we I  +, y~,y2eI,*, with [y~l<k and a~,~. I f  ylay2~Sk(w) and 
x e S(a), then ylxy2~ Sk(W). 
Proof. We use induction on k. If k = 1, then y] = A and ay2 e S(w). It follows from 
Lemma 2.5 that xy2e S(w). Assume that the statement holds for all numbers less 
than or equal to some k. Consider y=ylay2eSk+l(w), where ]yll<k+l, and let 
xeS(a) .  Let wl, w2e I * ,  be I ,  zl, z2, z~, z [e£*  be such that w= w~bw2, y~=ZlZ~, 
y2=z'2z2, ZleSk+l(Wl), z~az~eSk+l(b), and z2eSk+l(w2) holds (see Fig. 1). Let 
u, u', u", v, v', v"e I * ,  c e I be such that ucv e S(b), z~ = u'u", z~ = v"v', u'e Sk(u), 
u"av"e Sk(c), and v'e Sk(v) hold. If z~u'# A, then lu"l < k, and, consequently, by 
the induction hypothesis, u"xv" e Sk(c), which implies that y~xy2 e sk+~(w). If z~u' = 
A, then w~ = A, u =A. Since x~ S(a), we have u"xv"e sk+~(C), and therefore by 
Lemma 2.5, u"xv"v'~ sk+l(b). Consequently, also in this case y~xy2e Sk+~(w). [] 
Yl Y2 
c 
w I b w 2 
Fig. 1. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let (,Y, P) be a strictly propagating 0S scheme such that RI-ISp is 
unavoidable with avoidance bound ko. Let F = {w ~ Y* :[w I <~/Co}. Then, Y* = S~o( F). 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Y* - Sko(F) ~ 0. Let w be a word in ,Y* - Sko(F) 
of minimal ength. Since Fc  Sko(F), Iwl> ko. Since/Co is the avoidance bound of 
RHSp and (,% P) is strictly propagating, there are strings w~, w2~-Y* with Iw~l </Co, 
and a rule a-*x~ P such that w= w~xw2. Since w~aw2 is shorter than w, w~aw2~ 
S~(z) for some z e F. But then, w = w~xw2 ~S~(z) by Lemma 2.6. Hence, w e Sko(F), 
contrary to the hypothesis. [] 
We give the following definitions in analogy with those in Definition 2.2. 
Definition 2.8. A production a --> x is left bordered (right bordered) if x ~ a,Y + (x e 
Y+a). An 0S scheme (,Y, P) is left (right) bordered if each production in P is left 
(right) bordered. (,% P) is dual bordered if each production in P is both left and 
right bordered. (Y, P) is mixed bordered if each production in P is either left or 
right bordered. 
The essence of the argument that whenever DUALp is unavoidable, O*  is a wqo 
(i.e., (ii) implies (i) in Theorem 2.3) is contained in the following result. 
Lemma 2.9. I f  (Y, P) is a dual bordered 0S scheme, then =~* is a wqo on Sk(F) for 
every k >~ 0 and finite set F c_ y*. 
Proof. We use induction on /~ If k = 0, then Sk(F)= F and the result is trivial. 
Assume that the result holds for all finite sets F and all numbers less than or equal 
to some k. For a e Y, let Xo = {x: a --> axa ~ P}. Note that since (Y, P) is dual bordered, 
Sl+l(a) = (aSt(Xo))*a holds for all numbers l~  >0. 
Fix some a ~ Y and consider a sequence {wi}i~,l of strings in Sk+l(a). Each string 
wi can be written in the form w~ = ay~a.. ,  ay~,(i)a, where y~le Sk(Xo), 1 ~ l~ n(i). 
Since =~* is a wqo on Sk(Xo) by the induction hypothesis, by Proposition 1.7, there 
are numbers i and L with i<L  such that for some subsequence (j~,... ,j,(~)) of 
• ,  :::~* (1,.. n(j)), y~, pyj, j, holds, with r= 1, . . . ,  n(i). Since a~*ay~sa holds for all 
numbers t and /, it follows that w~*w~ Hence, =>* is a wqo on Sk+~(a), and, 
consequently, by Proposition 1.8, =>* is a wqo on Sk+~(F) for every finite set 
F_Z* .  [] 
To complete our preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.3 we now look at the 
relationship between the unavoidability of MIXED~, and that of DUALF, It is 
obvious that whenever DUALp is unavoidable, then MIXEDp is unavoidable, since 
DUALp___ MIXED~, The other direction requires some work. We begin with a 
simple observation concerning mixed bordered schemes. 
Lemma 2.10. Let (Y, P) be a mixed bordered 0S scheme. I f  a=~* x, then there are 
strings xl, x2eY* such that x = xlax2 and a=~* xla, a=~* ax2. 
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Proof. We use induction on the number of derivation steps in a~*pX. If a~°x ,  
then x = a and the result is trivial. Assume that the claim holds for all derivations 
a=~,y,  and let a~+~x be a derivation of length k+l .  Consequently, there is a 
word y¢,~+ such that a~py and y~pX.  By the induction hypothesis, y=y~ay~ 
for some words yt, Y2 ¢ -Y* such that a ~*yta  and a~*  ay2. Now, if x = yiay2, with 
y~p y~ (x = y~ay~ with y2=g, py~, respectively), then the result holds with x~ = y~, 
x2 = y2 (x~ = Yi, x2 = y~, respectively). If x = y~zy2, where a -> z ¢ P, then z = az' or 
z = z'a for some string z ~ £*,  since (£, P) is mixed bordered. In the first case, 
xt = y~, x~ = z'y2 and in the second case, x~ = y~z', x2 = Y2 satisfy the claim. [] 
Lemma 2.11. Let ( ,Y, P) be a mixed bordered 0S scheme such that RHS p is unavoidable 
with avoidance bound I¢o. Then, LEFTp is unavoidable with avoidance bound less than 
or equal to k~ = ko((ko- 1)l- l+ 1) ~°- 1. 
Proof. Since RHSp has avoidance bound ko, we can assume that a ~ x e P implies 
Ixl <~ ko. Let F be chosen as in Lernma 2.7 and let x be a word of length at least 
k l+ l  = ko((ko-1)[,YI+ 1) k°. By Lemma 2.7, Y,*=Sko(F),  consequently, there are 
words Xo e F, x~, . . . ,  x~ e,Y+ such that x = x~ and xi ~ S(xi_~), i = 1 , . . . ,  ko. Since 
Ixo[ ~< ko, there is an index j, 1 <~ j <~ ko, such that [xjl i> 1)1 1 + 1) holds. 
This implies that there is a symbol a in xj_~ which contributes at least (ko-  1)lZ[ + 1 
symbols to xj; to be precise: there are strings x~_~, x~'~, x~, x~' c ,~*, z e ,Y+, a e 2 
such that Xj_l=X~_lax~_l, x j= x~zx~, x~e S(x~_l), ze  S(a) ,  x~ ~ S(x~_l) and [z[~ > 
(go- 1)lzl+ 1. 
By definition of the substitution S, there are symbols ao = a, a~, . . . ,  a," ~ ,~, and 
strings Yh . . . ,  Y," ~ ~+ such that 
ao~pa l  yl ~ p a2y2yl ~ p • • • ~ p a,,J',,ty,,-1. . . Yl = z 
is a derivation of z (see Fig. 2), where in each derivation step the left-most symbol, 
az-1, is replaced by atyz according to a production al_~ ~ aLvl (1 <~ l<~ m). 
By assumption, [yz[<~ko-1 for l= l , . . . ,m.  Since Iz[~>(ko-1)l,Yl+l, m~>l£[. 
Consequently, there are numbers r and s, 0~ < r< s~ < m, such that a, = a~. Let 
z~ = amY,..., y,+~, z2 = y , . . .  Y,+I, z3 = y , . . .  y~. Note that z2 # A. Since xj = x~z~z~z~x'~ 
and x=Xv.o~SG-J(xj), there are strings zl, z~, z~ such that, for 1<~ i~<3, z~*z[ ,  
and ztz2z~-' -' -' is a substring of x. It follows that a ,~*  a,z2~*p a,z~ and a ,~pZ~pZ~.*  * 
By Lemma 2.10, there are strings z~, z~" with z~ = " '~ " z~a,z  and a,=~*a,z~'. But then, 
a,=~*a,z~z[, where a,z~z[ is a substring of x and is in LEFT~, This shows that 
LEFTp is unavoidable with avoidance bound at most k~. [] 
Lemma 2.12. Let (~, P) be a left bordered 0S scheme such that RI'ISp is unavoidable 
with avoidance bound ko. Then DUALp is unavoidable with avoidance bound at most 
kl = ko((ko- 1)l-Y[ + 1) k°- 1. 
Proof. For a string x ~ ~*  we denote by x -  the mirror image of x and for a language 
L_c ,Y* by L-  the mirror image of L, L -  = {x-: x ~ L}. Let P -  = {a -* x - :  a -* x ~ P}. 
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Clearly, (~, P - )  is a right bordered system and RHSp-= (RHSp)- is unavoidable 
with avoidance bound/Co. By Lemma 2.11, LEFTp- is unavoidable with avoidance 
bound at most k~. The claim follows by observing that (LEFTp-)- is unavoidable 
and (LEFTp-)- = DUAL~ [] 
We are finally in a position to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. ((i):O(iii)). Suppose ~*  is a wqo on ~*. We show that 
LEFTp is unavoidable which shows that MIXEDp is unavoidable, since MIXEDp 
contains LEFT~ Assume to the contrary that LEFTp is avoidable. By using Koenig's 
lemma, there is an infinite string w = a~a2a3.., over ~, a i~  for i~  1, such that 
no finite substring of w has a subword in LEFT~, Let {wi}~ be the sequence of 
prefixes of w, i.e., w~ - a~a2..,  a~ i - 1, 2, . . . .  Since ~*  is a wqo on ~*, there exist 
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numbers i and j, i <j,  such that w~=~* wj. Call a letter a of wi active, if a contributes 
at least two symbols to w e Let ak be the left-most active letter of w~. Consequently, 
for some number n ~> 1, ak:O*ak.., ak+n. Hence, w~ contains a subword in LEFT~ 
contrary to the assumption. 
((iii)=~(ii)). Suppose MIXEDp is unavoidable with avoidance bound ko. If  
(Z, P') is the mixed bordered 0S scheme defined by 
P '= {a --> x: a e ,Y, x e MIXEDp(a),  Ixl ko}, 
then RHSp,, is unavoidable with avoidance bound /Co; consequently, by Lemma 
2.11, LEFTe,, is unavoidable which shows that LEFTe is unavoidable, since 
LEFTe, c_ LEFTp. In a similar way we conclude, using Lemma 2.12, that DUALp 
is unavoidable. 
((ii)::~(i)). Suppose DUALe is unavoidable with avoidance bound/Co. If (~, P') 
is the dual bordered 0S scheme defined by 
P' = {a --* x: a e 2~, Ixl ~ ~,  x ~ DUALe(a)}, 
then RHSp, is unavoidable with avoidance bound ko. Consequently, by Lemmas 
2.9 and 2.7, ~*p, is a wqo on Z*. Using Proposition 1.9 we conclude that ~*p is a 
wqo on Z*. [] 
For mixed bordered 0S schemes, Theorem 2.3 gives a very simple (and easily 
decidable) characterization f those schemes which generate wqo's. 
Corollary 2.13. I f  (Z, P) is a mixed bordered 0S scheme, then ~*  is a wqo on ~* 
if and only if RHSe is unavoidable. 
Proof. If RHSp is unavoidable, then MIXEDp is unavoidable, since RHSp__q 
MIXED~, Hence, =~* is a wqo on Z* by Theorem 2.3. On the other hand, if ~*p 
is a wqo, then RHSe must be unavoidable, since otherwise we could find an infinite 
sequence of strings not derivable from any other string, and hence, for no pair of 
strings x, y in this sequence, X~*p y would hold. [] 
For any mixed bordered 0S scheme (Z, P), if x~*y ,  then y is a supersequence 
of x. Hence, all of the wqo's generated by mixed bordered schemes under the 
conditions of Corollary 2.13 are refinements of the supersequenee wqo discussed 
in the Introduction. One might conjecture that a characterization as in Corollary 
2.13 could be given for a larger class of 0S schemes which enjoy this property, e.g., 
for the class of embedding schemes, where an 0S scheme (Z, P) is called embedding 
if for each production a-~ x e P, x can be written in the form x = xlax2, with 
xl, x2 e Z*. However, such a generalization ofCorollary 2.13 is impossible, as shown 
by the following example. 
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Example 2.14. Let ,~ ={a, b, c} and let P be given by the productions a--, 
aa[ aba[ acba, b-* bb I bib, c-* cc[ aca[ bcb Ibca. It is readily verified that RHSp is 
unavoidable on 2~*. However, :=>* is not a wqo, since it can be shown that for no 
numbers m, n, m > n, the relation (abc)n~*(abc)  mholds. 
On the other hand, Corollary 2.13 does generalize previous results on wqo 
refinements of the supersequence relation generated by repeated insertion of words 
from a fixed unavoidable set [5]. 
Definition 2.15. An 0S scheme (,Y, P) is an insertion system if there exists a finite 
set X c ,Y+ such that P = {a --> ax[ xa: a ~ ,Y,, x ~ X}. In this case, (,Y, P) is the insertion 
system generated by X. 
Insertion systems were originally introduced in [5] in a slightly different way, but 
it is easy to see how their definition relates to ours. 
Corollary 2.16 ([5]). For a finite set X c .Y+, if ( .Y, P) is the insertion system generated 
by X, then ~*  is a wqo on ,Y* if and only if X is unavoidable. 
Proof. Clearly, RHSe is unavoidable if and only if X is unavoidable. Consequently, 
Corollary 2.16 follows from Corollary 2.13. [] 
As a final example of the use of the wqo's given by Corollary 2.13, consider the 
following proof that "history always repeats itself in ever more elaborate ways". 
Definition 2.17. Let ,Y be a finite alphabet of 'events' and let <~ be a total order 
which ranks the events in ?. A sequence y of events is an elaboration of a sequence 
x, if x = a~. . .  ak for some a l , . . . ,  ak ~ -?, and Y=Yl -. - Yk for some y~, . . . ,  Yk ~ "Y+, 
where, for each/,  either Yi = a~ or y~ = a~b~.., bnai for some n i> 0, where bj ~ 2 and 
ai<~b/, l<~j<~n. 
Thus, we obtain an elaboration of x by replacing each event a of x by a series 
of events which begins and ends with a, such that no intermediate event has a 
smaller ank than a. 
Corollary 2.18. I f  ,Y is an alphabet and <~ is a total order on ,Y, then every infinite 
sequence {x~}i~.~ of strings in ?+ contains strings xi, x~, with i <j, such that xj is an 
elaboration of x~. 
Proof. Let ~ be the quasi-order on ,Y* defined by x <~ y iff y is an elaboration of 
x, for strings x, y c,~+. Clearly, ~< is multiplicative. For each a ~,Y, let Lo = 
{x ~ ,Y+: a ~<x, a ~ x}. Let L= [.Jo~Z Lo. It is easily verified by induction on I,YI that 
L is unavoidable. Let L' be a finite unavoidable subset of L and let P= 
{a -* x: x ~ L', a <<- x}. The 0S scheme (,Y, P) is dual bordered and since RHSp = L' 
is unavoidable, =~* is a wqo on ,Y* by Corollary 2.13. The result now follows from 
Proposition 1.10. [] 
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3. Moaoid-representations 
While in Section 2 total regulators generated by propagating 0S schemes were 
characterized by an unavoidability criterion, in this section an attempt is made to 
describe such total regulators in a more algebraic way, corresponding to the well- 
known characterization f regular languages in terms of congruences of finite index 
(finite monoids, respectively). The first result in this section can be seen as the 
natural extension of this characterization to regulators defined by 0S schemes (see 
Definition 1.3). 
Theorem 3.1. For an 0S scheme (~, P); =~* ~s a regulator on ~* if and only ~f there 
is a finite monoid M, a morphism h : ~* ~ M, and a multiplicat~ve quasi-order <<- on 
M such that, for all a ~ • and x ~ ~*, a=~*x iffh(a) <<- h(x). 
Proof. ( ' I f '  part): Let M, h, and ~< be as in the statement of the theorem, and for 
a c Z, let Mo = {m ~ M: h(a) <<- m}. Consequently, tip(a) = h-l(Mo), which shows 
that cle(a) is regular for all a ~ £. If we define a regular substitution ~ on Z* by 
o'(a) = clp(a), for a ~ ~, then, for every subset L of £*, clp(L)= or(L). Therefore, 
clp(L) is regular for every regular subset L of Z*. 
('Only if' part): Assume that ~*  is a regulator on Z*. For a ~ ~*, let M(a)  be 
the syntactic monoid of (the regular language) clp(a), let Iro:Z*-*M(a) be the 
canonical morphism mapping each string of Z* to its class modulo the syntactic 
congruence of clp(a), and let <~o be the syntactic partial order on M(a),  i.e., 
Iro(X) ~<o 1to(y) if and only if, for all u, v ~ ~*, uxv ~ clp(a) implies uyv ~ clp(a). Let 
M'= X,,~z M(a)  be the Cartesian product of the monoids M(a) ,  endowed with 
componentwise multiplication, and let h :~*- ,  M' be the morphism defined by 
h(x) = (Tro(X))o~Z, x ~ ~Y*. Let M = h(~*) and define a multiplicative partial order 
~< on M by h(x)<<-h(y) if and only if, for all a e ~, z,o(x)<~o~ro(y). We will show 
that M, h, and ~< satisfy the claim of the theorem. Indeed, if h(a)<~ h(x), then 
7to(a) <~olro(X). Since a c clp(a), this implies x ~ clp(a), i.e., ae~*x. If, on the other 
hand, a =~ * x, then, for all b ~ ~, u, v ~ ~ *, uav ~ clp(b) implies uxv ~ clp(b). Con- 
sequently, 1rb(a)<~blr~(x), for all b ~ ~, which implies h(a)<<, h(x). This proves the 
'only if '  part. [] 
The above theorem suggests the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. Let (~ ,P )  be an 0S scheme, let M be a monoid, h:~*-*M a 
morphism, and <~ a multiplicative quasi-order on M. The triple (M, h, <~) is called 
a (monoJd-)representation f (~, P) if, for all a~ and x~ ~*, a=~*x holds i~ 
h(a)<~ h(x). (M, h, <~) is a finite (monoJd-)representation of (~, P) if M is finite. 
Theorem 3.1 can now be restated as follows: For an 0S scheme (~, P), =O* is a 
regulator if and only if (~, P) has a finite monoid-representation. 
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It seems natural to try to characterize wqo's (total regulators) defined by 0S 
schemes in terms of monoid-representations. So far, we only have partial answers 
to this problem and we restrict ourselves to presenting the following sufficient 
condition on M to guarantee that ~*  is a total regulator. 
Theorem 3.3. Let ( .Y, P) be an 0S scheme and let ( G, h, <~ ) be a monoid-representation 
of  (~,, P), where G is a finite group. Then, ~*  is a total regulator on .Y*. 
ProoL Let IGI = n and let x = aoa l . . ,  a,, ¢,Y*, where ao , . . . ,  a,  ~ 2~. Consequently, 
there are numbers i,j, with O<- i <j<~ n, such that h(aoal . . .  ai)= h(aoa~ . . .  aj). 
Since G is a group, h(ai+~.. ,  aj) = 1, where 1 is the identity element of G. But then, 
h(ai) = h(a,ai+l . . ,  as), and, therefore, a~*a~a~+~. . ,  ar This shows that LEFT~, is 
unavoidable, and, thus, ~*  is a wqo on ,Y* by Theorem 2.3. Hence, ~*  is a total 
regulator on ~* by Proposition 1.11. [] 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that in order to guarantee that ~*  is a wqo on 
Z*, the following weaker condition on (G, h, <~) for a finite group G is sufficient: 
for all a e .Y, x e 2~*, if h(a)  = h(x),  then a~*x .  
There are wqo's (and, hence, total regulators) defined by 0S schemes which cannot 
be represented in a finite group in the sense of Definition 3.2. For example, the 0S 
scheme (.Y, P) with .Y, = { a, b }, P = ( a --> aa l aba, b --> bb } defines a wqo ~*  by Corol- 
lary 2.13. On the other hand, if (G, h, <~) is a representation of (.Y, P), with G a 
finite group containing n elements, then h (a) = h ( ab" ), and, consequently, a ~*  ab", 
which is a contradiction. This shows that (.Y, P)  cannot be represented in a finite 
group. 
In the rest of this section we briefly discuss the question which triples (M, h, ~<)-- 
where M is a finite monoid, h :.Y*-~ M is a morphism, and ~< is a multiplicative 
quasi-order on M- -a re  monoid-representations of some 0S scheme. To this end, 
let, for such a triple and for a e .S, 
L" = {x ~ ,Y*: h( a) <~ h(x),  a ~ x} 
and let $ = {a: a ~ 2~} be a barred copy of ,Y, ,Y c~ ,Y = 0. Define a substitution ¢r on 
,Y* by or(a) = {a, a}, a ~ 2~, and define a substitution p on (,Y w ,~)* by p(a) = {a}, 
p(a)  = L ' .  For a ~ ,Y, let" 
L,.= L ' -p (c r (L ' )c~2*$~,* ) .  
Lo is the set of words in L" which cannot be obtained from other wOrds in L" by 
substituting words from some sets L~,, b ~ ,X. By construction, Lo is effectively regular 
for each a e ~. 
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a finite monoid, let h : .Y * --> M be a morphism and let <~ be a 
multiplicative quasi-order on M. 
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(i) Let (,Y,, P) be an 0S scheme not containing any rule of the form a--> a. I f  
(M, h, <~) is a representation of (,Y, P), then [..Jo~ Lo is finite and 
(,) ~.J {a-->x:x~La}c_Pc_ [J {a-'>x:x~L'a}. 
ae~ ae~ 
(ii) Conversely, if [_J a~$ La is finite, then, for any finite set P of productions satisfying 
(,), the triple (M, h, <~) is a representation of (~, P). 
Proof. (i): For a--> x ~ P the relation a~*x  and, consequently, x~ L" holds. On 
the other hand, assume that x ~ L,,, but a -, x~ P. Since (M, h, <~) is a representation 
of (Z, P) ,  a =~* x. It follows that there are b e ,Y and x~, x2, x3 ~ -Y* such that x~bx3 ~ a, 
x2 ~ b, x = XlX2X3, and a~*  x~bx3, b.~* x2. This implies xlbx2 ~ L', x2 e L[, contrary 
to the assumption x ~ L~. Part (ii) is straightforward by definition of the sets La, L" 
and the fact that ~< is multiplicative. [] 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.4, it is decidable whether a triple (M, h, <~) is 
monoid-representation f some 0S scheme (,Y, P): it suffices to test whether the 
regular sets Lo are finite. Moreover, there is essentially a unique 0S scheme represen- 
ted by (M, h, ~<), namely (,Y, [..Ja~:~ {a~x:xe  L..}). This decision problem is not 
trivial, since there are triples (M, h, <~) for finite M and multiplicative ~< which are 
not representations of any 0S scheme. 
Example 3.5. Let Z = {a, b}. Let M be the syntactic monoid of L = (ab2b*)*a, let 
h :,Y*-> M be the canonical morphism mapping x ~ ,Y* to its class modulo L and 
let the quasi-order <~ on M be the equality relation. A simple computation shows 
that L'b = I~, L" = L -{a} ,  and La = ab2b*a. Consequently, (M, h, ~<) is not a monoid- 
representation of any 0S scheme. 
However, if M is a finite group, then (M, h, ~<) is a representation of some 0S 
scheme (,Y, P). It should be noted that, because of Theorem 3.3, =~* is then a total 
regulator. 
Theorem 3.6. I f  G is a finite group, h :,Y*--> G a morphism and <~ a multiplicative 
quasi-order on G, then there is an 0S scheme (,Y,, P) with representation ( G, h, <~ ). 
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.4 it suffices to show that the sets La are finite. More 
precisely, we prove that x e Lo implies jxJ<~lGJ+ 1. Let JGJ= n and assume to the 
contrary that there is a string x = aoal. . ,  a,+lx'e L~, where ao, ab . . . ,  a,+~ e £, 
x' ~ ,Y*. Consequently, there are numbers i and j, 0 <~ i < j  <~ n, such that h(ao. . ,  ai) = 
h(ao. . .a j ) .  Since G is a group, this implies h(a~)=h(a~ai+~...aj) and 
h(ao. . ,  aiaj+l.., a,+ix')= h(x), where Ja~a~+~... a~J~>2 and Jao... aiaj+~... 
a,+~x'J ~ Tl. We conclude that a,a~+~ . . . a t e L', and ao.. . a~aj+l . . . a,+~x' 
e L' .  This is a contradiction to x e La. [] 
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The construction of the proof of Theorem 3.6 gives a t0ol to construct 0S total 
regulators, however, as pointed out above, not every 0S total regulator can be 
obtained in this way. It remains an open problem to characterize those 0S total 
regulators which have a representation in a group. 
Example 3.7. Let C3 be the (additively written) cyclic group with elements 0, 1, 2, 
let ,Y = {a, b}, let h : ,Y* -~ C3 be defined by h(a) = 1, h(b) = 2, and ~< by i ~<j if[ i =j. 
A straightforward computation shows that Lo={bb, aba}, Lb={aa, bab}, i.e., 
(C3, h,~<) is a representation of the 0S scheme (,Y,P) with P= 
{ a -> bb I aba, b -> aal bab }. This result could also be established directly by observing 
that a~*x  (respectively b=~*x) holds if and only if #a(x) -#b(X)  ~- 1 mod3 
(respectively # o(x) - # b(X) ------ 2 rood 3). 
4. Open problems 
The primary open problem remaining is to show that it is decidable whether or 
not a propagating 0S scheme generates a total regulator. While Theorem 2.3 gives 
a characterization f such systems, we have been unable to show that this characteri- 
zation is effective. One approach to this problem would be to investigate he pumping 
properties of 0S total regulators, hoping to find one which is both necessary and 
sufficient, and effective. 
Let (£, P) be a propagating 0S scheme, and consider the following 'pumping' 
properties: 
(a) For all w e ,Y+ there exist k, l with k < l such that wk~ * W ~. 
(b) For all we,Y + there exists k> 1 such that w~*w k. 
(c) For all w e .~+ there exist a e ?, wl, w2 e .~* and k >I 1 such that w = wlaw 2 
and a =}* (awEwl)ka. 
While it appears that each of these pumping properties is stronger than the 
previous one, it can be shown that, in fact, they are all equivalent for propagating 
0S schemes. Thus, since (a) is obviously implied whenever :=}* is a wqo on 2",  
they are all necessary pumping properties of propagating 0S total regulators. Are 
they sufficient? We have no counterexample. 
While these pumping properties are not effective as given, if it can be shown that, 
for example, (b) implies that :=}* is a wqo on .Y*, then this, combined with Theorem 
2.3, would provide an effective characterization f propagating 0S total regulators. 
The effectiveness follows by considering two semi-algorithms: one which tests if 
W2W*~Clp(w) ' -~ for larger and larger w, and the other which checks if F is 
unavoidable in .~* for larger and larger finite subsets F of DUALp (or MIXEDp). 
One appealing aspect of this approach is that property (~) already comes close 
to implying that DUALe is unavoidable in .~*. In fact, (c) implies, for any word 
w e £+, that w* contains a word with a subword in DUAL~ Hence, we might say 
that if property (c) holds, then DUALp is 'periodically unavoidable'. Choffrut and 
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Culik, II [2] have shown that, for any regular language R ~ £+, R is unavoidable 
if and only if it is periodically unavoidable in the above sense. We know that this 
property does not hold for all languages; L= {ww:w ~ 2~+}, where Z has at least 
three letters, is an example of a language which is periodically unavoidable but not 
unavoidable. However, if it holds for all context-free languages, then (c) would 
imply that =~* is a wqo on 2~*, since DUALp is context-free. Hence, we would like 
to know the status of the following conjecture. 
Conjecture A. For any context-free language L:_ ~+, L is unavoidable in ~Y* if  and 
only if  it is periodically unavoidable, i.e., i f  and only if, for  all w ~ ~+, w* contains a 
word with a subword in L. 
It should be noted that Conjecture A would follow from the stronger conjecture 
that whenever the syntactic ongruence of a context-free language is periodic, then 
the language is regular (see [1]); however, a counterexample to this conjecture has 
recently been given by Main [12]. 
Another open problem is how to generalize the characterization theorem (Theorem 
2.3) to arbitrary length-increasing production systems (i.e., word replacement sys- 
tems). In addition, it would be nice to know what role such systems play within the 
class of all length increasing wqo's. By Proposition 1.10, whenever a length-increasing 
multiplicative quasi-order contains a wqo generated by a finite production system, 
then it is a wqo. At present, we have no counterexample to the following 'converse' 
of this statement. 
Conjecture B. For any length-increasing multiplicative wqo <~ on ~Y* there exists a 
finite production system (~Y, P), with P = {ul -~ vl,. . . , uk -* vk}, us, v~ ~ ~+ and ui <~ v~ 
for all i, 1 <~ i <~ k, such that ~*  is a wqo on ~*.  
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